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Abstract 
Sentiment Analysis, preferentially Opinion mining is the system of 

gathering, analyzing or otherwise characterizing the sentiment content of a 

text or speech. Nowadays, online social media is a hub of communication 

medium devoted to community based input, interaction, content-sharing 

and collaboration. The tactical part of information acquisition is to 

emphasize on how others think and to analyze the sentiment in the content. 

The Goods and Service tax has reshaped the Indian Taxation System. Its 

impact on society has addressed a widespread debate across India. We 

focused on tweets of GST which has brought about the need to classify the 

user reactions based on their sentiments. Hybrid classification with text 

mining approaches are used for sentiment analysis (positive, negative and 

neutral). The Hybrid approach has the capability to enhance the efficiency 

of text categorization and to elucidate the data insufficiency issues. An 

amalgam of approaches used extensively in analyzing sentiments may 

enhance the overall performance and accuracy. 
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analysis. 

1. Introduction 

Goods and Service Tax (GST) is an indirect tax charged on the sale of goods 

and services in India. India’s biggest tax revolution was seen after 70 years of 

independence. The tax came into effect from July 1,2017 through the 

implementation of one hundred and first amendment act by the Government of 

India which replaced existing multiple flooding taxes charged by the union and 

state governments with tax rates of 0%, 5%, 12%, 18%, 28%. The aim was to 

introduce a unified taxing system that could transform the Indian economy.GST 

roll out has evoked harsh criticism all over India. 

Recent years marked an explosive growth of web content in social media with 

users actively expressing their thoughts, opinions or sentiments on various 

fronts. The popularity gained by micro blogging sites has resulted in massive 

volumes of data. Twitter is such a powerful communication tool for users to 

share and express their views as tweets on different aspects. Availability of 

massive data has opened up space for conducting research that combines social 

media as well as politics. 

Opinion mining is a newborn research field which employs techniques such as 

text mining, machine learning, knowledge mining and NLP. It is the technique 

of extracting, identifying or otherwise characterizing the sentiment content of a 

text or speech. In this paper, we present a fair judgment of opinions on GST by 

analyzing tweets using hybrid classification approach in sentiment analysis. 

Our system incorporates lexicon and machine learning approaches to improve 

the point of hybrid approach in tweets and to justify the overall achievement by 

calculating precision and accuracy. Machine learning algorithm is trained using 

the polarity given by lexicon based approach to improve the performance 

measurements. 

Our preferred software platform is RapidMiner. AbhishekKori ,2017[20] stated 

that it provides a unified ambiance for machine learning and predictive 

analytics. This platform finds extensive use in data science applications. 

2. Literature Survey 

Social media has been analyzed to judge the fame of politicians, sentiments of 

society towards government policies. Tracking real time trends by monitoring 

and exploring communication on these sites and access the climate of opinion in 

general. A mass of efforts in sentiment analysis opts either machine learning or 

lexical approaches. 

The lexical approach implies manipulating the polarity of opinions, ideas or 

thoughts using linguistic adaptation of words or sentences. The linguistic 
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adaptation is the strength of subjectiveness and the sense in the content. 

The rule based approach relies upon feelings hidden in a text and then 

categorizes as positive or negative. It takes into account distinct guidelines for 

classification. Machine learning technique can be classed into supervised, 

unsupervised and semi-supervised. Supervised approach employs a considerable 

amount of named training documents whereas the unsupervised approach is 

used when it is problematic to infer these named trained documents. Semi-

supervised make use of a scanty volume of named data with a considerable 

volume of unnamed data. 

According to Taboga M,2010[18], Logistic classification model (or log it 

model) is a binary classification model. The tentative chance of one of the two 

possible cognizance of the output variable is assumed to be equal to a linear 

combination of the input variables, commutated by the logistic function. 

Artificial neural networks are designed similar to the neural structure of the 

brain which are raw electronic data which study each report individually. 

Judgments are made by comparing the categorization of the report (i.e., widely 

discretionary) and the known actual categorization of the report. The inaccuracy 

of the first report is fed into the network. This is pretty useful in modifying 

network algorithms in further trails. 

As described in (ChauhanAshish P et.al,2015[7]), the Naive Bayes model relies 

upon the Bayes principle with a solid self-sufficient assumption. The theorem 

along with the independence assumptions are applied between the features. 

ChauhanAshish P et.al ,2015[7] defines decision tree as a tree where internal 

nodes depict features, edges define tests to be performed at feature weights and 

leaf nodes indicate categories which are the outcomes of the aforementioned 

tests. The classification of a document starts at the tree root and   elongates till a 

leaf node via branches. The document is then classified with the category that 

names the leaf node. 

3. Problem Statement 

Most efforts in sentiment analysis employ one of the two, machine learning or 

lexical approaches. We present a hybrid approach to deal the problem to 

calculate the linguistic adaptation and its potency for sentences that donates the 

basis for sentiment analyzing. The proposed hybrid formula is used with the 

datasets and the outcomes achieved are analyzed. The combination of machine 

learning and lexicon approach has the capability to enhance the efficiency of 

text categorization and elucidate the data insufficiency flaws. 

The central intention is to preprocess the unformed data and carry out distinct 

transformations to eradicate the semantic flaws. The tweets acquired are the 

input feeds. The proposed system can be divided into three fundamental 
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capsules. The initial being data collection, a process of acquiring twitter feeds, 

second capsule performing pre-processing and refining tasks for analysis and the 

final capsule applying classification methodologies to classify tweets as 

positive, negative or neutral. 

4. Research  Methodology 

Figure 1 shows the steps included in the sentiment analysis of tweets 

(ThakareKetanLalji et.al,2016[5]): 

 Data Collection: Data is collected through Twitter Search operator in 

Rapid Miner. 

 Preprocessing: Removal of noisy data such as retweets, hash tag, 

external web links, emoticons, @usernames, unnecessary spaces, 

duplicate tweets and numbers for cleaning the data.  

 Feature selection and extraction: Feature selection is the way to find 

out the data that comprises of opinion as tweets contain considerable 

amount of worthless data. We focus on finding adjectives as they are 

relevant indicators of opinion. Features in the domain of opinion mining 

are the word, terms or phrases that firmly pointed the sentiment as 

positive or negative. Another element is of classifying tweets as 

subjective or objective. Subjective sentences contain user emotion, view 

about something where as objective sentences define precise 

information.  

 Polarity Detection: Polarity is determined on the basis of the superiority 

of opinion words. A sentence is classified positive only if the number of 

positives is more or else classified negative. Neutral polarity is obtained 

if positives and negatives are equal. The world polarity for the whole 

time period is evaluated by seeking the occurrences of the word in the 

lexicon dictionary and simply substituting the word site by the polarity 

value. Dealing with negation words is a major issue during sentiment 

analysis. We do overcome this by considering it as stop words. 

 Sentiment Classification: By feeding the polarity given by the lexicon 

dictionary to the machine learning classifier, we calculate the polarity of 

other data which improves the performance of the sentiment analysis. 
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Figure 1: System Architecture 

The system focuses on a sequential architecture that comprises of three 

modules: rule-based, lexicon based and machine learning classifiers. The 

architecture with its components designed in a serialized fashion extracts the 

finest essence from each component. Each classifier assesses the twitter 

messages and may conclude the polarity type of tweets if an assured amount of 

certainty is achieved. If any classifier failed to consummate the threshold of 

certainty, subsequent classifier is called. Machine learning classifier being the 

last module is obliged to achieve the confidence level if precedent classifiers 

failed to achieve it.The design is expected to produce the good results as it is an 

amalgam of multiple approaches (Pedro P. BalageFilho et.al,2013[17]). 

Lexicon based classifier depends on analyzing the word lexicon to determine the 

polarity or neutrality using the linguistic adaptation. Machine learning classifier 

is generally known for its high adaptability and accuracy. 

  Rule based Classifier 

Rules are to be formulated and specific which accommodates a principle that 

personify sentiment as either positive, negative or  neutral and its associated 

subsequent showing off an if-else relation meeting the principle defined. 

Normalization is also done to correct and normalize the text. Hash tags, external 

web links, emoticons, @ usernames, unnecessary spaces, duplicate tweets and 

numbers are analyzed and categorized. Part –of –speech tagging is also attained. 

The preprocessed text is feed into the rule based classifier. Positive emoticons in 

the sentences and tweets are a measure of overall positiveness where as the 

presence of negative and bad emoticons implies the negativeness. 

  Lexicon based Classifier 

The aggregate of the polarity values of respective word or phrase present are 

diminutive by a predefined dictionary where the objectives are being rooted for 

lexical based classifier. The polar words are determined and polarity values are 

nominated to them by lexicons commonly called as semantic orientations or 

linguistic adaptations. A training set is not required by this classifier. 

The classifier is allied with the presence of certain word in document. The 

Sentiment Analysis of tweets are annotated using different features like part of 

speech tagging(POS), their sentiment values, subjectivity of word etc with 

which polarity of whole tweet is obtained by averaging the sentiment values of 

words. The aforementioned test set that the classifier runs on for further 

processing. 

 Machine Learning Classifier 

The machine learning classifier addresses the named data to organize new 

instances using features like bag of words, POS tags and the presence of 

negation in sentences. Machine Learning classifier includes the three algorithms 

1) Logistic Regression, 2) Neural Network, 3) Naïve Bayes (NB), 4) 
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Classification Tree. This comprises training the classification algorithms. We 

focuses on combination of both approaches .Also called Hybrid approach or 

combinedapproach. Normally amalgam of both is used for subjectivity 

classification and then feeding to the learning algorithm. Firstly we do 

preprocess the data to remove noisy data, performing polarity detection using 

Lexicon dictionary and finally applying this result to the Learning algorithm. 

 

Figure 2: Tweets with Subjectivity and Polarity Measures 

5. Results and Analysis 

The best fitting model can be observed using the ROC curves and the confusion 

matrices of the various models. 

 

Figure 3: Mean of Classification Models 

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves: As described by Karthik Ganesan 

et.al,2017[9], the receiver operating characteristic curve, i.e. ROC curve, is a 

graphical plot depicting the diagnostic ability of a binary classifier system as its 

discrimination threshold changes. We generated the confusion matrix for each 

by observing each of the classification models.  Precession, recall, F1 Score and 

accuracies are calculated. The ROC curves gives an interpretation about the 

accuracy of each of the models. The best performing model is identified by 

observing the mean ROC curve areas (Karthik Ganesan et.al,2017[9],). The 

figure below shows an example with Specificity on X axis and Sensitivity on Y 
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axis. The red line indicates Random classifier and blue line indicates the 

classifier corresponding to the respective methods. 

       Logistic Regression 

 

Figure 4: ROC Curve for Logistic Regression 

Neural Network 

 

Figure 5: ROC Curve for Neural Network 

Naïve Bayes 
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Figure 6: ROC Curve for Naïve Bayes 

Classification Tree 

 

Figure 7: ROC Curve for Classification Tree 

 

Figure 8: Accuracy of Models 

The above Figure shows the accuracy of models we have selected.Blue specifies 

precision red as recall and green represents F-score measures. 

6. Conclusion 

Sentiment Analysis of tweets using Lexicon based approach shows high 

precision but low recall so there is problem of performance. Combination of 

Lexicon and Machine Learning Approach yields improved performance. The 

proposed methodology is highly effective and better for sentiment analysis of 
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twitter messages. 
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